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Abstract. Diploid germ cells are thought to have pluripotency potential. We recently described a method to derive pluripotent 
stem cells (PSCs) from cultured spermatogonial stem cells (SSCs) by depleting Trp53 and Dmrt1, both of which are known 
suppressors of teratomas. In this study, we used this technique to analyze the effect of this protocol in deriving PSCs from the 
male germline at different developmental stages. We collected primordial germ cells (PGCs), gonocytes and spermatogonia, 
and the cells were transduced with lentiviruses expressing short hairpin RNA against Dmrt1 and/or Trp53. We found that 
PGCs are highly susceptible to reprogramming induction and that only Trp53 depletion was sufficient to induce pluripotency. 
In contrast, gonocytes and spermatogonia were resistant to reprogramming by double knockdown of Dmrt1 and Trp53. PSCs 
derived from PGCs contributed to chimeras produced by blastocyst injection, but some of the embryos showed placenta-
only phenotypes suggestive of epigenetic abnormalities of PGC-derived PSCs. These results show that PGCs and gonocytes/
spermatogonia have distinct reprogramming potential and also suggest that fresh and cultured SSCs do not necessarily have 
the same properties.
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Diploid germ cells have a unique ability to convert into pluripotent 
stem cells (PSCs) [1]. The ability to experimentally induce 

pluripotency in germ cells was demonstrated originally by Leroy 
Stevens, who showed that genital ridges of specific strains of mice 
(129 or A) between 8.5 and 12.5 days post coitum (dpc) can form 
teratomas upon transplantation into testes of different animals [2]. 
Since embryos with a reduced number of primordial germ cells 
(PGCs) do not produce teratomas, PGCs in embryos may have 
unique potential to develop into PSCs. Although the reprogramming 
mechanisms remained unclear, it was subsequently found in 1992 
that PGCs could transform into pluripotent embryonic germ cells 
(EGCs) when cultured with fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), 
stem cell factor (SCF) and leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) [3, 4]. 
EGCs are not only similar to embryonic stem cells (ESCs) in their 
morphology and phenotype but also contribute to germline chimeras 
when microinjected into blastocysts [5, 6]. Interestingly, the ability 
to develop into EGCs was limited to PGCs from 8.5 to 12.5 dpc 
embryos. Postnatal spermatogonia did not give rise to EGCs even 
when cultured under the same conditions [5]. Moreover, the frequency 
of conversion into EGCs decreases with age [5]. This suggests that 

germ cells lose pluripotency as they mature into gonocytes.
In 2003, a long-term culture system was described for spermato-

gonial stem cells (SSCs) [7], which are the only stem cells in the 
male germline that produce sperm throughout their lifetime [8, 9]. 
SSCs undergo self-renewal divisions in vitro in the presence of 
cytokines, which include glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor 
(GDNF) [10]. Cultured cells, designated as germline stem cells 
(GSCs), proliferate as grape-like clusters of spermatogonia but 
can reinitiate spermatogenesis upon introduction into seminiferous 
tubules of infertile mice [7]. In the course of establishing GSCs, we 
noticed that ESC-like cells appear in culture. These cells, designated 
as multipotent GSCs (mGSCs), proliferate without GNDF and can 
differentiate in vitro into various types of somatic cells and contribute 
to the male germline by microinjection into blastocysts [11].

Although these results showed that the ability to become PSCs 
persists in postnatal male germline cells, studies on mGSCs are 
difficult because of the relatively low frequency of derivation of these 
cells. They appeared in 1 out of 30 testes used to establish GSCs 
[11]. Although we noted that Trp53 deficiency could increase the 
frequency, it was still difficult to derive mGSCs in an efficient manner 
from wild-type mice. To overcome this problem, we screened germ 
cell tumor candidate genes for their activity to induce pluripotency 
in GSCs and found that double depletion of Dmrt1 and Trp53 
induces mGSCs [12]. Both genes are implicated in germ cell tumor 
development [13]. However, Dmrt1 is a critical gene involved in 
sexual differentiation, and Dmrt1 overexpression is thought to cause 
spermatocytic seminomas [14, 15]. In GSCs, Dmrt1 depletion causes 
massive apoptosis of GSCs, but co-depletion with Trp53 could rescue 
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apoptosis and induce pluripotency [12]. Further analysis revealed 
that downregulation of Dmrt1 and Trp53 increased the expression 
of Sox2, which probably collaborated with Pou5f1 to activate the 
pluripotency program [12]. Thus, development of this new protocol 
allows us to study the regulation of pluripotency in GSCs.

In the present study, we used this technique and examined the impact 
of Dmrt1 and Trp53 genes in reprogramming male germline cells at 
different stages. Although both Dmrt1 and Trp53 are expressed from 
the early stages of the male germline cells, the difference between 
embryonic and postnatal germline cells in the reprogramming protocol 
suggested that distinct machineries operate to regulate pluripotency. 
To address this, gonads of different stages were collected, and their 
abilities to reprogram into PSCs were examined by transfecting 
knockdown (KD) vectors for Dmrt1 and Trp53.

Materials and Methods

Animal and cell collection
PGCs and gonocytes were collected from pregnant ICR mice 

(Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) that were maintained in a controlled 
environment with 12:12-h light:dark cycles (lights on from 0800 
to 2000 h). The day on which a copulation plug was found was 
designated as 0.5 dpc. The sex of the embryos was determined using 
a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based genotyping method and 
the Ube1 gene [16], and only male embryos were used in the current 
study. Cells were collected from germ cell-containing regions by 
dissection of the posterior thirds of 8.5 dpc embryos, the mesentery 
and urogenital sinuses of 10.5 dpc embryos and the genital ridges of 
12.5, 15.5 and 18.5 dpc embryos. Tissues were digested in 0.25% 
trypsin/1 mM EDTA for 10 min. For collection of pup testis cells, 
we used 8- to 10-day-old ICR mice (Japan SLC). Testis cells were 
dissociated using a two-step enzymatic digestion protocol with 
collagenase type IV and trypsin, as described previously [17]. 
Dissociated testis cells were then incubated with biotin-conjugated 
anti-CD9 antibody (MZ3; BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA) for 10 
min at 4 C. Magnetic cell sorting (MACS) was then performed using 
streptavidin-conjugated Dynabeads according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Cell culture
GSCs with an ICR background were cultured in StemPro-34 

medium (Invitrogen), as described previously [7]. FGF2 and GDNF 
for GSC culture were purchased from PeproTech (London, UK). All 
PSCs were cultured in DMEM/15% fetal bovine serum (FBS) on 
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). ESGRO was routinely added 
to PSC cultures (1,000 U/ml; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). We 
also used PD0325901 (2 μM; Selleck Chemicals, Houston, TX, 
USA) and CHIR99021 (3 μM; BioVision, Inc., Milpitas, CA, USA) 
before blastocyst injection experiments. Embryoid body formation 
was performed as described previously [12].

Lentivirus transfection
For lentivirus-mediated gene KD, we used pSicoR Trp53 (Addgene, 

Cambridge, MA, USA) and pLKO.1 Dmrt1 (Open Biosystems, 
Huntsville, AL, USA; TRCN0000084388, TRCN0000084389, 
TRCN0000084390, TRCN0000084391, TRCN0000084392), as 

described previously [12]. We used pSicoR and pLKO-luciferase as 
controls. For immunostaining experiments, Gfp cDNA was excised 
from pSicoR plasmids and used as a control. We also produced 
a tetracycline-inducible short hairpin RNA (Tet-shRNA) against 
Dmrt1 and Trp53 by cloning the same shRNA sequence (Dmrt1, 
TRCN0000084388; Trp53, pSicoR Trp53) into CS-H1tetO-ETR, 
which contains red fluorescent protein (RFP) as a marker (gift from 
Dr H Miyoshi, RIKEN BRC, Tsukuba, Japan). For transfection 
of Yamanaka factors, Pou5f1, Sox2, Klf4 and Myc cDNAs were 
cloned into CSII-EF-IRES2-Puro vectors (gift from Dr H Miyoshi). 
Constitutively active Akt1 (gift from Dr T Nakano, Osaka University, 
Osaka, Japan) was also cloned into CSII-EF-IRES2-Puro vector. 
Lentivirus particles were produced by transfection into 293T cells 
with pCMV-VSV-G-RSV-Rev and pCAG-HIVgp. For titration of 
lentiviruses, a Lenti-X p24 Rapid Titer Kit was used according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, 
USA). All transfection experiments were performed by plating 
cells on MEFs, and plates were centrifuged at 3,000 × g for 1 h at 
32 C, as described previously [18]. The multiplicities of infection 
(MOIs) were adjusted to 10 for Trp53 KD, 4 for Dmrt1 KD and 1 
for overexpression of Yamanaka factors. For experiments using 
CS-H1tetO-ETR, MOIs were adjusted to 10 for both Trp53 and 
Dmrt1. Doxycycline (1 μg/ml; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was 
added on the day following transfection.

For small interfering RNA (siRNA) transfection, PGCs were 
seeded on MEFs at a density of 1.5 × 105 cells/3.8 cm2. The culture 
medium was changed the following day, and siRNA transfection 
was conducted according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Stealth 
siRNAs for Dmrt1 and Trp53 were purchased from Invitrogen 
(Dmrt1, Dmrt1-MSS284782; Trp53, Trp53-MSS212108) and were 
used at 25 nM.

Immunostaining
For immunofluorescence staining, cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 min at 4 C. After washing three times 
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), cells were permeabilized with 
0.1% Triton X-100 for 10 min and incubated in blocking solution 
(10% goat serum or 10% donkey serum, 0.1% Tween 20 and 0.1% 
bovine serum albumin in PBS) for 1 h at room temperature. The 
cells were then stained overnight at 4 C with the indicated primary 
antibodies. After washing in PBS/0.1% Tween 20 three times, samples 
were incubated at room temperature for 1 h before staining with the 
secondary antibody. The nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 
33342 (2 μg/ml; Sigma). Images were acquired on a confocal laser 
scanning microscope (FV1000-D; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) or a 
fluorescence microscope equipped with a CCD camera (DP-70; 
Olympus). The antibodies used are listed in Supplementary Table 
1 (online only).

Flow cytometry
Cells were suspended in PBS/1% FBS. All antibodies used are 

listed in Supplementary Table 1. For ANXA5 staining, Annexin V 
Apoptosis Detection Kit FITC (eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA) 
was used. Cells were analyzed on a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences, 
San Jose, CA, USA).
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Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR
Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen). 

First-strand cDNA was produced using a Verso cDNA Synthesis Kit 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for RT-PCR. For 
real-time PCR, a StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied 
Biosystems, Warrington, UK) and FastStart Universal SYBR Green 
Master Mix (Roche Applied Science) were used according to the 
manufacturers’ protocols. Transcript levels were normalized relative 
to those of Hprt. The real-time PCR conditions were 95 C for 10 
min, 40 cycles at 95 C for 15 sec, and then 60 C for 1 min. Each 
PCR was performed at least in triplicate, and gene expression levels 
were determined with at least three biological repeats. For RT-PCR, 
the PCR conditions were 95 C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles at 
94 C for 30 sec, 60 C for 30 sec and 72 C for 30 sec. The primers 
used for PCR are listed in Supplementary Table 2 (online only).

Western blotting
Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto 

Hybond-P membranes (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA). 
The membrane was incubated with primary antibodies. Antibodies 
used in the experiments are listed in Supplementary Table 1. Band 
intensity was quantified using the ImageJ 1.43r software (US National 
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

Combined bisulfite restriction analysis (COBRA) and bisulfite 
sequencing

Genomic DNA was treated with sodium bisulfite, which deaminates 
unmethylated cytosines to uracils, and used as a template for amplifica-
tion of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) of the indicated 
genes by PCR. The PCR products were subsequently digested with 
the indicated restriction enzymes, which had recognition sequences 
containing CpG in the original unconverted DNA. The intensity of 
the digested bands was assessed using the ImageJ 1.43r software (US 
National Institutes of Health). Bisulfite sequencing was performed 
as described previously [19]. The PCR primers used are listed in 
Supplementary Table 2.

Karyotype analysis
Cultured cells were incubated in colcemid solution (50 ng/ml; 

KaryoMAX, Invitrogen) for 1 h. After recovery by trypsin digestion, 
cells were treated with 75 mM KCl for 7 min. Metaphase spreads 
were prepared after fixing the cells with methanol/acetic acid (3:1). 
The slides were counterstained with Hoechst 33352 (2 μg/ml; Sigma). 
At least 20 cells were counted for each cell type.

Transplantation
For producing teratomas, 3 × 106 cells were injected subcutane-

ously into KSN nude mice (Japan SLC). Teratomas were recovered 
1 month after transplantation for histological analysis by paraffin 
sectioning. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 
Kyoto University approved all animal experimentation protocols.

Chimera formation
For chimera production, PSCs were maintained in culture medium 

supplemented with LIF + CHIR99021 + PD0325901. These cells 
were injected into the blastocoels of 3.5 dpc blastocysts that resulted 

from in vitro fertilization using oocytes from C57BL/6 × DBA/2 
(BDF1) females and spermatozoa from C57BL/6 males. A piezo-
driven micromanipulator was used for microinjection [20]. The 
blastocysts were returned to the uteri of 2.5 dpc pseudopregnant ICR 
foster mothers on the day of microinjection. Pups were produced by 
natural parturition or caesarean section at 19.5 dpc.

Statistical analyses
All results are presented as the means ± SEM. Significant differ-

ences between means for single comparisons were identified using 
the Student’s t-test. Multiple comparison analyses were performed 
using ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD (honestly significant 
difference) test.

Results

Induction of PSCs from PGCs by Trp53 depletion
To examine the effect of Dmrt1 and Trp53 in different stages of 

germ cells, PGCs or gonocytes were collected from different stages 
of embryos (Supplementary Fig. 1A: online only). These tissues were 
dissociated by trypsin. For postnatal germ cells, we used testes from 8 
to 10 days postpartum (dpp) pups, which are enriched for mitotically 
active SSCs. Unlike embryonic gonads, postnatal testes contain more 
differentiating germ cells. Therefore, SSCs were enriched by MACS 
using an antibody against CD9, which is expressed on SSCs [21] 
(Supplementary Fig. 1A and B: online only).

Recovered cells were then transduced with lentivirus vectors that 
express shRNA against Dmrt1 and/or Trp53. GSCs were infected 
with the same lentiviruses as the positive control. We also transduced 
CD9-selected SSCs with Yamanaka factors (Pou5f1, Sox2, Klf4 and 
Myc) because we could consistently obtain ESC-like colonies by 
transfection of Yamanaka factors in pup testis cell culture in our 
previous study [22]. To mimic protocol for derivation of PSCs from 
GSCs (GSC-PSC) [12], all transfected cells were cultured in medium 
containing FGF2 and GDNF, both of which are self-renewal factors 
for SSCs [10]. Unlike the typical EGC induction method, neither SCF 
nor LIF was added to the cultures. As expected from our previous 
studies, Dmrt1 KD induced extensive apoptosis of the germ cells 
of all stages within 4 days after lentivirus infection (Supplementary 
Fig. 1C: online only). However, we noted that depletion of Trp53 
had different effects on PGCs and gonocytes/spermatogonia. While 
many PGCs underwent apoptosis after Trp53 depletion, the same 
treatment did not show any effect on gonocytes and spermatogonia. 
Apoptosis of PGCs was confirmed by flow cytometric analysis using 
an EPCAM antibody and ANXA5 staining (Supplementary Fig. 1C). 
However, apoptosis caused by Dmrt1 undergoes a switch in terms 
of Trp53 dependency; while Trp53 inhibition did not show any 
effect on Dmrt1-depleted PGC cultures, apoptosis caused by Dmrt1 
depletion could be suppressed by simultaneous depletion of Trp53 
in CD9-selected SSCs. Although real-time PCR analysis confirmed 
the reduction in target gene expression, no apparent correlative 
changes between Dmrt1 and Trp53 were observed in any cell types 
(Supplementary Fig. 1D: online only). These results suggested that 
Dmrt1 and Trp53 are regulated independently.

After the initial extensive apoptosis, cells were incubated for more 
than 2 weeks to monitor the development of PSC colonies. PSC 
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colonies were derived efficiently from PGCs (PGC-PSCs) (Table 
1). However, the pattern of PGC-PSC formation was distinct from 
dedifferentiation of GSCs into mGSCs. While PGC-PSC colonies were 
similar to ESCs from the beginning of colony formation, GSC-PSCs 
were typically found as epiblast-like cell sheets and developed an 
ESC-like morphology (Fig. 1A and B). Moreover, unlike EGCs 
that typically develop within 4–5 days after culture initiation [3], 
PGC-PSCs developed within as little as 2 weeks, suggesting that 
reprogramming occurs more slowly. In contrast to the EGC formation 
that occurs at higher frequency from younger embryos [5], we noted 
a significant increase in PGC-PSC formation from 12.5 dpc embryos 
compared with PGC-PSC formation from 8.5 or 10.5 dpc embryos 
(Table 1). This was not due to the higher frequency of total PGC 
numbers in cell suspensions prepared from 12.5 dpc embryos, because 
the same trend was still observed when the number of infected cells 
was normalized by POU5F1 immunostaining (Table 1).

Although apoptosis of PGCs was similarly induced by depletion 
of Dmrt1 or Trp53, PGC-PSC colonies were found when only Trp53 
was depleted (Fig. 1C). On the other hand, Dmrt1 depletion produced 
few colonies. PSC development was not significantly increased by 
double depletion of Dmrt1 and Trp53. The average numbers of 
colonies generated were 0.1, 0.3, 4.8 and 7.0 for the control, Dmrt1 
KD, Trp53 KD and Dmrt1 KD + Trp53 KD (n = 10), respectively. 
These results suggested that Dmrt1 is essential for PGC survival but 
is not involved in suppression of pluripotency in vitro.

For gonocytes and postnatal spermatogonia, double depletion of 
Trp53 and Dmrt1 caused extensive apoptosis, and few cells survived by 
2 weeks after transfection (Fig. 1D). No PSC colonies were observed 
in these experiments. However, consistent with our previous study 
[12], double depletion of Dmrt1 and Trp53 in GSCs could successfully 
produce PSCs (GSC-PSCs), which formed epiblast-like colonies 
before turning into typical ESC-like PSC colonies (Fig. 1B). The 
frequency of GSC-PSC colony formation was significantly lower 
than that of PGC-PSC colonies (Table 1), and it occurred only when 
both Dmrt1 and Trp53 were depleted. Although double depletion of 
Dmrt1 and Trp53 could not induce reprogramming in CD9-selected 
SSCs, transfection of Yamanaka factors (Pou5f1, Sox2, Klf4 and 
Myc) directly induced ESC-like cells without forming epiblast-like 
colonies (Fig. 1E). These ESC-like colonies probably originated from 
germ cells, because significantly fewer colonies were generated in 

our previous study using germ cell-deficient WBB6F1-W/Wv mice 
[22]. However, Yamanaka factor transfection did not yield ESC-like 
colonies from GSCs.

Because AKT activation induces EGC formation in PGCs [23], we 
transfected pup testis cells and GSCs with constitutively activated 
AKT. However, neither of these cells produced PSC colonies. We 
also cultured pup testis cells and GSCs with LIF and two small 
molecule inhibitors of MAP2K1 signaling and GSK3 (CHIR99021 
+ PD0325901, 2i), which causes increased EGC formation [24, 25]. 
These factors also did not induce PSC formation. These results suggest 
that spermatogonia/GSCs are significantly more resistant than PGCs 
in reprogramming and that they do not necessarily share the same 
mechanism that suppresses potential pluripotency.

Sox2 is upregulated in PGCs after Trp53 depletion
Enhanced PGC-PSC colony formation by Trp53 KD suggested that 

Trp53 is important for regulating pluripotency in PGCs. However, 
because PGC-PSC derivation occurred regardless of apoptosis, sup-
pression of apoptosis did not appear to be required for pluripotency 
induction. To explore the mechanism of PGC-PSC formation caused 
by Trp53 depletion, we analyzed the expression of PSC and germ cell 
markers. We collected PGCs from 12.5 dpc embryos by digestion 
of male gonads in 0.25% trypsin/1 mM EDTA (Supplementary Fig. 
1A). Immunocytochemistry showed that PGCs comprised ~7.8 ± 
0.5% (n = 4) of the total cell number (Supplementary Fig. 1B). Using 
this cell population, Trp53 was depleted by shRNA, and the effect 
was compared with that of Dmrt1 depletion. Real-time PCR analysis 
of the cultured cells showed that Dmrt1 depletion decreased the 
expression of Prdm1 and Ddx4, which probably reflected apoptosis 
of PGCs or conversion of PGCs into PSCs (Fig. 2A). In addition, 
Sox2 was upregulated by Trp53 depletion in PGCs. Although Dmrt1 
depletion slightly increased Sox2 expression, the difference was 
not statistically significant. In contrast, no significant changes 
were observed in pup testis cell cultures as a result of depletion of 
Dmrt1 or Trp53, which may explain the lack of PSC colonies after 
depletion of these molecules. However, when we analyzed GSCs, 
Dmrt1 depletion caused upregulation of many pluripotent and germ 
cell markers, including Sox2. Trp53 depletion also upregulated 
Pou5f1 and Sox2 expression as well as germ cell markers. These 
results suggested that PGCs and GSCs have different mechanisms 

Table 1. PSC induction efficiency by double KD of Dmrt1 and Trp53

Cell type Number of  
experiments

Number of infected cells  
(× 104)

Number of PSC  
colonies /105 cells

Number of PSC  
colonies /105 germ cellsa)

  8.5 dpc 4 19.3 ± 0.8 0.3 ± 0.2 28.1 ± 16.3
10.5 dpc 4 19.0 0.2 ± 0.2 24.9 ± 17.0
12.5 dpc 6 32.1 ± 5.5 9.7 ± 4.7 123.9 ± 59.8
15.5 dpc 5 50.0 0 0
18.5 dpc 4 50.0 0 0
8–10 dpp 10 50.0 0 0
GSC 10 50.0 0.4 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.3

Values are shown as the mean ± SEM. a) These values for fresh germ cells were normalized by the number of 
POU5F1-positive (8.5 to 12.5 dpc) or TRA98-positive (15.5 dpc to 8–10 dpp) cells, as determined by immunostaining 
(Supplementary Fig. 1B: online only).
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for regulating Sox2 expression.
Because Sox2 is commonly upregulated in PGCs and GSCs at 

the mRNA level, Western blot analysis was performed to confirm 
the increase at the protein level. We found that SOX2 is expressed 
in gonadal cells from 12.5 dpc embryos, which could be increased 
by Trp53 KD within 2 days after transfection (Fig. 2B). On the 
other hand, GSCs did not show SOX2 before transfection, but they 
clearly expressed SOX2 upon Dmrt1 KD (Fig. 2C). A small increase 
in SOX2 was observed after Trp53 KD. Because Sox2 transfection 
can induce pluripotency in PGCs [26], these results suggested that 
upregulation of Sox2 expression induced pluripotency after Trp53 
depletion in PGCs.

We then examined the relationship between TRP53 and AKT. 
AKT activation is critical for acquisition of pluripotency in PGCs 
[23, 27]. Moreover, AKT was shown to inactivate Trp53 during EGC 
formation [23]. Therefore, we examined the phosphorylation status 
of AKT after Trp53 KD. Dot-like signals of activated phosphorylated 
(Ser473-pAKT) near the cell membrane were counted as pAKT-
positive (pAKT+) cells [27]. In contrast to EGC formation, AKT 
phosphorylation significantly increased after Trp53 depletion (Fig. 
2D). We also analyzed the phosphorylation status of STAT3 (Tyr705-
pSTAT3), another critical molecule for EGC derivation [25]. However, 
we did not observe a significant difference in phosphorylation levels 
of STAT3 (Fig. 2E). These results suggested that PGC-PSC formation 

Fig. 1. Development of PSC colonies by double KD of Dmrt1 and Trp53. (A) NANOG expression in PSC colonies that developed from PGCs of different 
stages. (B) Development of PSC colonies from GSCs by double KD of Dmrt1 and Trp53. (C) Frequency of PSC colony development after KD of 
the indicated genes in PGCs from 12.5 dpc embryos (n = 10). (D) Lack of PSC colony development from 15.5 and 18.5 dpc embryos and CD9-
selected SSCs from 8–10 dpp pups. TRA98 immunostaining was used to detect surviving germ cells. (E) NANOG expression in a PSC colony 
developed by transfections of Yamanaka factors into CD9-selected SSCs from 8–10 dpp pups. Bar = 200 μm (A, B, D, E).
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is distinct from EGC formation and that TRP53 acts upstream of 
AKT to induce pluripotency.

Phenotypic analysis of PSCs
We compared the phenotypes of GSC-PSCs and PGC-PSCs 

derived from 12.5 dpc embryos. Flow cytometric analysis of germ 

Fig. 2. Phenotypic changes induced by Trp53 KD. (A) Real-time PCR analysis of PSC and germ cell markers after KD of the indicated genes. Cells were 
recovered 2 days after KD (n = 5). Results of five experiments. (B) Western blot analysis of SOX2 in PGCs from 12.5 dpc embryos after Trp53 KD 
(n = 4). Cells were collected 2 days after KD. (C) Western blot analysis of SOX2 in GSCs after Dmrt1 or Trp53 KD (n = 4). Cells were collected 
2 days after KD. (D, E) Double immunostaining of PGCs from 12.5 dpc embryos with antibodies against pAKT (D; n = 4) or pSTAT3 (E; n = 4) 
2 days after Trp53 KD. TRA98 was also used to detect PGCs. At least 100 cells were counted for each sample. Results of four experiments. Bar 
= 100 μm (D, E). Stain: Hoechst 33342 (D, E).
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cell surface markers did not show apparent differences, and all cell 
types showed strong expression of ITGA6, ITGB1, EPCAM and CD9 
(Fig. 3A). GSCs were distinct from these PSCs in that the former 

showed weak expression of KIT and completely lacked expression 
of FUT4. RT-PCR was also performed to examine the expression 
of germ cell and PSC markers (Fig. 3B). Overall, both PGC-PSCs 

Fig. 3. Phenotypic characterization of PSCs derived from PGCs and GSCs. (A) Flow cytometric analysis of cell surface markers. Open histograms 
indicate controls. (B) RT-PCR analysis. (C) COBRA of imprinted genes. Open arrowheads, methylated DNA; closed arrowheads, unmethylated 
DNA. Enzymes used to cleave each locus are indicated in parentheses. Levels of percentage methylation, estimated based on the intensity of each 
band, are indicated below the gels. U, uncleaved; C, cleaved.
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and GSC-PSCs showed similar gene expression patterns and were 
indistinguishable. Weak spermatogonia marker expression was 
detected in both cell types. Although ESCs and GSCs showed many 
similar genes, the former was distinct from the latter in that they 
expressed Nanog and Eras [11]. Similar to ESCs, both PGC-PSCs 
and GSC-PSCs strongly expressed both Nanog and Eras. These 
phenotypic analyses suggested that PGC-PSCs and GSC-PSCs are 
more closely related to ESCs than to GSCs.

We next analyzed the DNA methylation patterns in imprinted genes 
based on COBRA (Fig. 3C). This was because GSC-PSC formation is 
often accompanied by dynamic changes in DNA methylation patterns 
in imprinted genes [11, 28]. In GSC-PSCs, all three clones showed 
demethylation in H19 and Meg3 DMRs, but no methylation was 
observed in DMRs of Peg10 and Igf2r. On the other hand, DMRs in 
PGC-PSCs showed slightly different patterns between H19 and Meg3 
DMRs: all three clones of PGC-PSCs showed no DNA methylation in 
Meg3 DMRs, while DMRs in H19 were significantly less methylated 
than those in GSC-PSCs. No apparent methylation was observed 
in Peg10 or Igf2r DMRs of PGC-PSCs. These results suggested 
that PGC-PSCs and GSC-PSCs have distinct epigenetic properties.

Chimera formation by blastocyst injection
To determine whether PGC-PSCs and GSC-PSCs are capable of 

differentiation into somatic tissues, we used siRNA for reprogram-
ming to avoid the possible negative effect of constitutive KD of 

Dmrt1 and Trp53 on differentiation. Suppression of Dmrt1 and 
Trp53 by siRNA resulted in successfull derivation of PGC-PSCs 
(Supplementary Table 3: online only). However, we were unable 
to obtain GSC-PSCs using the same siRNA treatment, which may 
reflect the lower reprogramming efficiency of GSCs. Therefore, a 
doxycycline-regulated KD vector (Tet-shRNA) was used to suppress 
Dmrt1 and Trp53 to derive GSC-PSCs for differentiation experiments. 
These PSC lines showed similar appearances based on morphology 
(Fig. 4A), and real-time PCR analysis confirmed depletion of the 
target genes by doxycycline (Fig. 4B). The phenotypes of these 
cells were also comparable to those produced by constitutive KD 
vectors and expressed ESC markers (Fig. 3B and C). Karyotype 
analysis using Hoechst 33342 showed that > 65% of the cells were 
euploid (Fig. 4C).

Using these cell types, we first produced embryoid bodies in vitro 
and examined the type of differentiating cells (Supplementary Fig. 2A: 
online only). Immunohistological staining showed positive staining 
of ACTA2 (mesoderm marker), AFP (endoderm marker) and TUBB3 
(ectoderm marker), suggesting that both PGC-PSCs and GSC-PSCs 
could differentiate into cells of the three germ layers. We also 
confirmed their differentiation potential by injecting PGC-PSCs and 
GSC-PSCs subcutaneously into nude mice (Supplementary Fig. 2B: 
online only). Histological analysis showed typical teratoma formation 
from both PGC-PSCs and GSC-PSCs 4 weeks after injection.

We then injected both PGC-PSCs and GSC-PSCs into blastocysts 

Fig. 4. Differentiation potential of PSCs. (A) Appearance of PSCs derived by siRNA or tet-inducible shRNA. (B) Real-time PCR analysis of the target 
gene in GSCs by tet-inducible shRNA following doxycycline treatment (n = 3). Cells were recovered 7 days after transfection. (C) Distribution of 
metaphase spreads with different chromosome numbers. At least 20 cells were counted. The numbers in the images indicate that 40 chromosomes 
are present in these cells. Bar = 100 μm (A), 10 μm (C). Stain: Hoechst 33342 (C).
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to examine their differentiation potential in vivo. In the first set 
of experiments using PGC-PSCs, a total of 132 blastocysts were 
microinjected. After embryo transfer, thirty-eight embryos were 
implanted, and nine offspring were born by caesarean section. 
However, there were abnormal embryos that died during the midgesta-
tion period, and placenta-only conceptuses were also identified (Fig. 
5A). Nevertheless, seven of the nine born offspring became normal 
adults, and one of the females showed coat color chimerism (Fig. 
5B). In the second set of experiments using GSC-PSCs, a total of 
112 blastocysts were injected. A total of 27 embryos were implanted, 
and 17 offspring were born. Unlike PGC-PSCs, neither abnormal 
embryos nor placenta-only conceptuses were observed in these 
experiments. One of the male offspring showed coat color chimerism 
(Fig. 5B). The testes of this male showed RFP fluorescence under 
UV light. However, we were unable to confirm donor cell-derived 
RFP expression in spermatogenic cells by histological analysis. No 
donor cell-derived offspring were obtained from PGC-PSCs (42 

offspring) or GSC-PSCs (72 offspring) by natural mating of the 
chimeric animals, both of which lived more than a year without 
apparent abnormalities. These results suggested that neither cell 
type contributed to germ cells.

Although these results showed that double depletion of Dmrt1 
and Trp53 induces pluripotency in PGCs and GSCs, the increased 
number of placenta-only embryos in the PGC-PSC experiments 
suggested that PGC-PSCs have more epigenetic abnormalities. 
Such placenta-only phenotypes have often been observed in cloned 
animals [29, 30]. Since more than half of the cloned animals showed 
hypermethylation in IG-DMR and Dlk1 is consistently upregulated 
in cloned animals [29, 30], we examined the DNA methylation status 
of H19, Igf2r and IG-DMRs in PGC-PSCs by bisulfite sequencing 
(Fig. 5C and D). Both H19 and Igf2r DMRs were demethylated in 
PGC-PSCs. Contrary to our expectations, the IG-DMR region was 
hypomethylated, which was comparable to the results for GSC-PSC. 
These results suggested that abnormalities in IG-DMR methylation 

Fig. 5. Production of chimeric animals. (A) Abnormal embryo development after PGC-PSC injection. Arrows and asterisks indicate placenta-only 
conceptuses with or without a degenerating fetus, respectively. Arrowheads indicate deciduae, which were found at the implantation sites. (B) 
Chimeric offspring born after microinjection of the indicated cell types into blastocysts. The white coat color represents the contribution of the 
donor cells (ICR background). RFP fluorescence also shows the contribution of GSC-PSCs to the testes of chimeric offspring. (C) Bisulfite 
sequencing analysis of H19, Igf2r and IG-DMR in PGC-PSCs. (D) Bisulfite sequencing analysis of the IG-DMR in GSC-PSCs. (E) Summary of 
the experiment. Bar = 250 μm (B).
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are not responsible for the placenta-only phenotype of PGC-PSCs.

Discussion

Although germ cells are thought to have potential for pluripotency, 
the mechanism underlying pluripotency suppression has long remained 
unknown. In this study, we examined the feasibility of reprogramming 
germline cells of different stages by manipulating Dmrt1 and Trp53 
levels, which can induce GSC-PSCs [12]. Pluripotency is thought 
be specific to PGCs [31] because no animal models have clearly 
demonstrated initiation of teratoma formation from postnatal germ 
cells in vivo. In fact, all teratomas are thought to be of embryonic 
origin in humans [32]. However, our previous in vitro studies have 
shown that postnatal spermatogonia can convert into teratoma-forming 
PSCs. Because of the extensive epigenetic reprogramming during 
germline development, it is not surprising that PGCs, which proliferate 
more actively than postnatal germ cells, are epigenetically unstable 
and can more easily convert into EGCs or teratomas. In contrast, 
GSCs show stable epigenetic properties [33], and it is likely that 
spermatogonia have additional mechanisms to suppress pluripotency 
compared with PGCs. Our recent development of a pluripotency 
induction protocol in GSCs suggested that germ cells in prenatal 
stages acquire pluripotency more easily than GSCs by depleting 
Dmrt1 and Trp53. The present study explored this hypothesis.

PGC transfection experiments revealed at least three differences 
from GSC reprogramming. First, PGCs directly become ESC-like 
colonies, while GSCs become PSCs via epiblast-like colonies. In 
addition, our gene expression analyses showed differences, because 
Prdm1 and Ddx4 were decreased immediately in PGCs, while they 
were upregulated in GSCs. Second, PGCs are reprogrammed by 
depleting only Trp53, while Dmrt1 depletion causes apoptosis. 
Third, PGCs, but not gonocytes, are more readily reprogrammed 
than GSCs. Interestingly, reprogramming occurred most efficiently 
when we used PGCs from 12.5 dpc embryos than embryos of earlier 
developmental stages. This result was counterintuitive, because PGCs 
in younger embryos are more easily converted into EGCs by cytokine 
treatment [5]. The exact mechanisms underlying these phenomena 
remain unclear, but one factor that needs to be considered is that the 
cells were cultured without SCF and LIF in the current experiments. 
GSC culture conditions may have induced premature expression of 
postnatal germ cell genes, which can influence teratoma formation 
[34]. It is also possible that PGCs/gonocytes were more susceptible 
to damage caused by lentivirus-mediated gene transfection.

While PGCs are more easily reprogrammed than GSCs, Trp53 
was the only common factor in regulating the pluripotency of 
both cell types. Although both Dmrt1 and Trp53 are implicated 
in teratoma formation [13, 35], our KD experiments did not show 
correlative changes in their expression levels, suggesting that they 
function independently. Importantly, Trp53 is distinct from Dmrt1 
in that Trp53 KO mice have teratomas in non-129 backgrounds [35]. 
In contrast, Dmrt1 deficiency induces germ cell loss in non-129 
backgrounds, and teratomas are found only in the 129 background. 
This pattern of teratoma formation resembles Dnd1, whose deficiency 
in the 129 background causes teratomas [36, 37]. Although Pten 
deficiency or AKT activation also induces teratomas or EGCs in 
non-129 backgrounds [23, 38], neither has effects on spermatogonia 

reprogramming [39–42]. Therefore, Trp53 is the only factor that acts 
in both embryonic and postnatal germ cells to suppress pluripotency. 
However, the role of Trp53 appears to be different between these 
stages because Trp53 depletion causes apoptosis only in PGCs. This 
was in contrast to Dmrt1, whose depletion caused apoptosis in both 
stages. Suppression of apoptosis by Bax depletion in GSCs could not 
induce GSC-PSCs [12]. This was in contrast to PGCs, because Trp53 
depletion could not suppress apoptosis of PGCs caused by Dmrt1 
depletion, but Bax deficiency could promote teratoma formation 
[37]. These results suggest that the role of apoptosis in pluripotency 
induction is different in these cell types.

Further analysis suggested that Sox2 is a prime target for Trp53 
function in PGCs. SOX2 has a unique expression pattern during germ 
cell development. It is expressed in PGCs but gradually disappears 
during the gonocyte stage, and no protein expression is observed 
in spermatogonia, including GSCs [28, 43, 44]. The mechanism by 
which SOX2 expression is regulated remains unknown. Analysis in 
this study showed that Sox2 was upregulated in GSCs when either 
Dmrt1 or Trp53 was depleted. In contrast, Trp53 depletion alone 
could upregulate Sox2 in PGCs. Therefore, one critical function of 
Dmrt1 in GSCs was to prevent upregulation of Sox2, which may 
act as an additional barrier to pluripotency in these cells. Besides 
Trp53, Sox2 is probably regulated by multiple factors in PGCs 
because recent experiments showed that overexpression of any of 
the Yamanaka factors could induce pluripotency in PGCs [26]. The 
same group also showed that PGCs express Pou5f1, Sox2 and Myc, 
but not Klf4, which suggested that a relatively low level of Klf4 
expression prevents pluripotency induction in PGCs [26]. However, 
given these facts and the robust increase of Sox2 in PGCs after Trp53 
KD, we speculate that the increase in Sox2, with no increase in Klf4, 
is responsible for pluripotent cell conversion after Trp53 KD in PGCs. 
Considering that GSCs, which express POU5F1, MYC and KLF4, 
but not SOX2, are more resistant to reprogramming than PGCs, 
the difference in Sox2 regulation may explain the critical change in 
pluripotency regulation and inefficiency of reprogramming during 
germ cell development.

Another notable finding in this study was the failure to reprogram 
freshly isolated testis cells by double KD by Dmrt1 and Trp53. This 
result was unexpected because we believed that reprogramming of 
postnatal spermatogonia would occur in a similar manner as in GSCs, 
which were derived from SSCs. This result suggests that GSCs and 
freshly isolated SSCs do not have the same properties [45]. However, 
it should be noted that our results do not necessarily suggest that 
GSCs are more easily reprogrammed than fresh spermatogonia. In 
our previous study, we found that transfection of Yamanaka factors 
did not transform GSCs but instead induced transformation of 
fresh testis cells and produced ESC-like colonies [22]. Although 
transfection of Pou5f1 or Sox2 could reprogram GSCs, the efficiency 
was significantly lower, and it did not occur without suppression 
of Trp53 [12]. Therefore, the optimal reprogramming protocols for 
GSCs and freshly isolated testis cells are clearly different. It remains 
unclear why these two cell populations behave in distinct manners, 
but it is possible that GSCs are derived from specific subpopulations 
of SSCs, which can be propagated in vitro [46]. Alternatively, this 
phenomenon may reflect the ageing of SSCs due to in vitro culture. 
These hypotheses need to be explored in future experiments.
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Pluripotency of the established cells was examined by chimera 
production experiments. Although chimeric offspring were born from 
both cell types, we observed many placenta-only conceptuses and 
aborted fetuses when we microinjected PGC-PSCs. Lack of germline 
transmission could be due to the small number of chimeras produced, 
but the abnormal placenta-only phenotype is probably not due to 
the transfection procedure because we never observed such embryos 
when we used siRNA to obtain GSC-PSCs in our previous studies 
[11, 12, 28]. Skeletal abnormalities were reported in EGC chimeras 
[5, 47]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the placenta-only 
phenotype has not been observed in other PSC lines, including ESCs 
or induced PSCs, suggesting that the PGC-PSCs had distinct epigenetic 
properties or underwent incomplete reprogramming. Because this 
placenta-only phenotype is characteristic of cloned animals [29, 30], 
we examined abnormalities in DNA methylation patterns in IG-DMR 
but failed to identify any apparent defects. More extensive analyses 
of the epigenetic profile of PGC-PSCs will be useful to understand 
the mechanism of dynamic epigenetic reprogramming that occurs 
during PGC development.

Using a newly developed technique for reprogramming GSCs, our 
study revealed distinct reprogramming potentials of different stages 
of germ cells (Fig. 5E). Although derivation of PSCs from germline 
cells has been described for more than 20 years, few studies have 
compared pluripotency regulation between PGCs and spermatogonia. 
Our study also provides additional evidence for functional differences 
between spermatogonia and GSCs. Comparing our results with those 
of studies on EGC formation or teratoma development will provide 
a novel venue to dissect the regulation of the pluripotency program 
in germline cells. Thus analyzing the pluripotency regulation in the 
germline will increase our understanding of germ cell development 
and may provide important information for prevention of germ cell 
tumors.
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